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Strengthening POSHAN ABHIYAAN through
Active Engagement of Civil Society
Organization for Poshan Jan-Andolan in 19
Districts of Uttar Pradesh

4,426
Solved

402,113
#Lives Impacted

4,107
#Warriors

3,413
#NGO PARTNERS

Y4AB
Stats
25
States
100
Colleges
1400+
Registrations

Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic that hit India in March 2020, India Co-win Action Network (I-CAN) was
launched jointly by Rambhau Mhalgi Prabodhini (RMP) and Connecting Dreams Foundation (CDF) to help the most
vulnerable communities hit due to the lockdown during (Covid19) in India. The I-CAN network within its fold has
hundreds of NGOs across states in India, who are doing exemplary work during the COVID-19 pandemic.
In a meeting held with Niti Aayog, it was envisaged to utilize the outreach of I-CAN NGO partners in states to
strengthen the Prime Minister's Overarching Scheme for Holistic Nutrition or POSHAN Abhiyaan or National Nutrition
Mission, Government of India's flagship program to improve nutritional outcomes for children, pregnant women and
lactating mothers. Poshan Abhiyaan targets to reduce stunting, undernutrition, anemia and reduce low birth weight.
Under the Abhiyaan Swastha Bharat Preraks will be placed in each district for co-ordinating with district officials and
enabling efficient execution of the Abhiyaan across the country. These preraks will work as a catalyst for implementation
of the projects.
In this regard, India Co-win Action Network (I-CAN) has identified associates and other network partners, local
NGOs/ CSOs to strengthen Poshan Abhiyaan through planned interventions in 19 districts of Uttar Pradesh in the first
Phase. These civil society organizations will be working in 19 districts of Uttar Pradesh. The overall aim of the project
is to significantly improve parameters on malnutrition in the selected districts. I-CAN is accustomed to play a vital role
in sustaining this Jan Andolan even in the COVID-19 times through its hybrid geo-tagging based digital platform and
huge CSO/ volunteer network. I-CAN can galvanize its network towards addressing the nutrition challenge.
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‘SAMVEDNA’ helps kids to rig the
Covid-19 anxiety
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SAMVEDANA started by National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) have addressed
more than 4000 callers seeking psychological and mental support because of the Covid-19 Pandemic. This toll-free
tele-counselling service (1800-121-2830) also managed to provide assistance to child’s anxiety and stress management
post recovery. The team of qualified experts, counsellors & Psychologist assisted around 1300 calls between
September 19-October 31. The assistance was given not only to the children but also a sought of guidance to parents
for the well-being of their child. NCPCR chief Priyank Kanoongo said that The helpline which started for three months
to begin with will now continue through the pandemic.
According to the officials, ‘Children who were not Covid positive seek helps for the worries related to
education'. As stated by an official ‘Calls came in from Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Delhi.’ Data from National
helpline (childline – 1098) which tackle the SOS calls for children in anguish, exhibit that between March 20- October
31, (55%) 1,34,428 out of 2,44,265 interposed worries related to Covid-19.
SAMVEDNA helpline is operating on 1800-121-2830 (from Monday to Saturday 10 am - 1 pm & 3 pm to 8
pm). When a child dials this number, he/she can talk to the counsellor in a safe and protected environment. The
Counselling support is provided in Hindi, English and various regional languages.
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Atmanirbhar Bharat Launches Trainings in
Regional Languages
Farmer Producer Company (Telugu)
India Co-win Action Network had organized training of
Atmanirbhar Bharat Preraks on Farmer Producers Company (FPO) in
Telugu language on October 5, 2020 respectively. Shri Rajesh Kumar,
Director Saral Jeevan India Foundation guided the preraks on various
aspects of the producers company during the session. The session was
moderated by I-CAN Telangana state coordinator Mr. G.
Sathyanarayan.
He mentioned that, a producer company is a hybrid between a
private limited company and a corporate society. It combines the
goodness of a Co-operative Enterprises and the vibrancy and efficiency
of a company. It accommodates the unique elements of co-operative
business with the regularity framework similar to that of a private limited
company. The concept of Producer Company introduced in 2002 by
incorporating by a new part IXA (Sec. 581A to 581ZT) into the
Companies Act 1956. It was based on recommendations given by expert
committee headed by V K Alagh. A producer company is basically a
body corporate registered as a producer company under Companies Act
1956 and shall carry on or relate to various activities like production,
harvesting, processing, procurement, grading, pulling, handling,
marketing, selling & export of primary produce of a members and import
of goods or services for their benefits.
He stated that the FPO’s can perform rendering Technical
Services Consultancy Services training education and other activities for
the promotion of interest of its members. They can generate transmit and
distribute the power to revitalize the land and water resources and their
use conservation and communication related to primary producers. They
can also involve in promoting mutual assistance welfare measures
financial services Insurance of produce or their primary produce.
Primary produce can be anything, produce of farmers arising
from agriculture or from any other primary activity or a service which
promotes the interest of farmers for consumers. Any combination of
producers can incorporate a producer company ex. Ten or more
producers or two or more producer Institutions or combination of both.
The members have necessarily to be primary producer termed as companies with limited liability and the liability of a members will be limited to the
amount if any unpaid on the shares. Only persons engaged in an activity connected with or related to primary produce can participate in the ownership of FPO. The
members are eligible to receive bonus shares they can receive only such value of a produced or products pulled and supplied as the directors may determine. There
can be a provision for the distribution of patronage bonus. These FPOs are the linkage between the farmers and Markets. By creating search network of FPOs we
can double the income of farmers. At the end, Mr. G. Sathyanarayan expressed the vote of thanks for this extraordinary session.

Biogas Energy (Hindi)
India Co-win Action Network organized training of Atmanirbhar
Bharat Preraks in Hindi language on “Biogas Energy” on September 20,
2020. Shri Acharya Shyam Bihari Gupta ji a member of Krishak Samriddhi
Aayog had guided the preraks on the details biogas energy, its usage,
application and how it is responsible to make village self-reliant. Mr.
Kulbhushan Yadav moderated the event.
The organic matter aerobically breakdown to form a mixture of
gases. Biogas it majorly consisting of methane and carbon dioxide. It can
be produced from plant material, waste water, green waste, agricultural
waste, food waste, etc. Primarily biogas can be useful as a fuel in our
kitchen. It can be used for heating purpose and also to generate electricity
and heat.
Organic farming is a natural farming for production of Crop and
grains with the natural pesticides and fertilizers the byproduct of biogas can
be very useful for the organic farming.
He stated that biogas is a clean source of energy and it is also
renewable kind of energy which can help us to reduce our dependency on
fossil fuel, wood burning and other pollution causing fuels. The toxic gas
coming from the fossil fuel and wood burning in the kitchen is causing
harmful effects on the health system of the women particularly in the rural
areas. Biogas is a toxic free gas which prevents health problems and
biodiversity loss. Also it is observed that the waste collection and its
utilization significantly improve in the areas with biogas plant. Biogas plant
at home not only generates free energy or gas for your cooking purpose but
also the product is rich organic natural fertilizer. This can replace chemical
fertilizers in large extent. The biogas Technology is cheap, user-friendly,
easy to setup, and requires less investment. There are many parts making of
the biogas setup assembly - mixing tank, (Cont. on Page 3)
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(Cont. from page 2) inlet chamber, main dome, gas wall outlet
piping outlet chamber etc. Government of India has launched various
schemes to give boost to biogas production in the country. National
Biogas and Manure Management Program (NBMMP) is CSS which
provide subsidy for biogas plant mainly in semi urban and rural area. The
major objectives of the programs are cooking fuel, mitigating drudgery
of rural women, reduce pressure on forest, and improve sanitation by
linking outlet of toilets to the biogas chamber. For making atmanirbhar
village, a group of people in the locality can come together and form a
medium scale biogas plant which can supply cooking gas to all the houses
in that particular locality. Take example of Maithon village in Sidhpur
Tahsil of Gujarat saves 500MT of fuelwood annually. The villages having
India's biggest biogas plant.
Bio-methanization of bio waste enhances the energy security
through efficient utilization of indigenous resources. We can earn Carbon
credits by installing such facilities. At the end, Mr. Rohit Chauhan
expressed the vote of thanks for this highly insightful session.
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Y4AB Success Stories

I-CAN Partners with Office
of Principal Scientific
Advisor, Government of
India to run a survey of the
Atmanirbhar Krishi App

On October 26, 2020, India Co-win Action Network’s core team
had a meeting with Dr. Sapna Poti, Program Director, Office of Principal
Scientific Advisor, Government of India. Dr. Simi Mishra had discussed
about the I-CAN’s initiatives and Mr. Umesh More had moderated the
meeting.
Dr. Poti gave information about new Atmanirbhar Krishi App.
Athmanirbhar Krishi is an app built under the leadership of Principal
Scientific Adviser to the Government of India. The intent of the app in the
first phase is to aggregate data from the India Meteorological Department
(IMD), Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), Department of
Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, National Water Informatics
Centre, and other government departments. It provides farmers and friends
of farmers geo-location-based farm linked information. The subsequent
phases of the app will aim to provide advisories and insights to farmers
based on their specific location.
Dr. Sapna Poti had guided the core team and suggested valuable
points for the better performance of the I-CAN. She stated the importance
of voluntarism and dashboard facility on the website to monitor the work
of volunteers. She emphasized on the feedback mechanism for the schemes
and policy inputs by working on the ground. With the help of ICT and Data
management in the I-CAN Wellness and Nutrition projects, the team can
work more efficiently. Also, the GPS mapping of all the volunteers and cowin worriers will be helpful for the help-seekers to connect with them on
local level.
For the first phase of the the Atmanirbhar Krishi app, I-CAN
Preraks had participated in the survey.
Atmanirbhar Krishi
Hindi Explanation of the app: https://youtu.be/yF2oITP1M8A
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Atmanirbhar Bharat Prerak Success Stories
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